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PRIME  GENERALIZED  ALTERNATIVE  RINGS /

WITH  NONTRIVIAL IDEMPOTENT

HARRY   F.   SMITH

Abstract. A generalized alternative ring / is a nonassociative

ring R in which the identities (wx, y, z) + (w, x, [y, z]) — w(x,y, z)—

(w,y,z)x; ([w, x],y, z)+(w,x,yz)—y(w, x, z) — (w,x,y)z; and

(x, x, x) are identically zero. It is demonstrated here that if J? is a

ring of this type with characteristic different from two and three,

then R semiprime with idempotent e implies that R has a Peirce

decomposition relative to e. Furthermore, if R is prime and e^O, 1 ;

then R must be alternative.

1. Introduction. Let R be a nonassociative ring. As is customary, for

x, y, z g R we denote by (x,y, z) the associator (x, y, z)=(xy)z—x(yz)

and by [x,y] the commutator [x,y]=xy—yx. R is called power-associa-

tive if for every x e R the subring generated by x is associative.

In [2] Kleinfeld defines a generalized alternative ring / to be a nonassoci-

ative ring R such that for all w, x, y, z e R the following identities are

satisfied:

(1) (wx,y,z) + (w,x, [y, z]) = w(x, y, z) + (w,y, z)x,

(2) ([w, x],y, z) + (w, x,yz)=y(w, x, z) + (w, x,y)z,

(3) (x,x,x) = 0.

It is easily verified that a ring of this type is power-associative.

Consider R to be a power-associative ring of characteristic different

from two and define x ° y=\(xy+yx) for x, y e R. If R contains an

idempotent e, then Albert has shown in [1] that R = Rx(e) + R1/2(e) + R0(e)

where Ri(e) = {x e R:x ° e=ix}. In fact, ex—x=xe for* £ Rx(e) and ex=

0=xe for x e R0(e). This decomposition of R is known as the Albert

decomposition. Throughout this work we will denote R¡(e) by just Rt.

Suppose now one also has (R, e, e) = (e, R, e) = (e, e, R)=0. If, as

in the associative case, one takes x=exe+(ex—exe) + (xe—exe) +

(x — ex—xe+exe), one sees that R=Rn + R10-\-Rol + Roo where i?i; =

{x e R:ex = ix, xe=jx}. This further decomposition of R is referred to as

the Peirce decomposition.
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A nonassociative ring R is said to be semiprime if R contains no nonzero

ideal / such that 72=0. If, in addition, R contains no nonzero ideals / and

H such that IH=0, then R is said to be prime.

2. Preliminaries. Henceforth we assume R to be a generalized alterna-

tive ring / with characteristic different from two and three. Under the

additional assumption that R contains an idempotent e, we will make use

of the following results established by Kleinfeld in [2]:

(i) (e, R, e)=0.

(ii) In the Albert decomposition, Äi/2Ä,£/?1/2 and RiRi/2^Ri/2 for

/=0, 1. Furthermore, B={x e R1/2:xR^R1/2, Rx^R1/2} is an ideal of R

such that (e, e, R)^B and every element of B squares to zero.

(iii) If R permits a Peirce decomposition, then for i,j, k, 1=0 or 1,

RijRkl=0 when jj^k and RijRnl^Ru, with two exceptions, namely

«oi^oiS^io and R10Rio^R0i- Furthermore, if (R01, Rn, Ä1L) =

O^ii* -^îi» ^io)=(^io> ^oo. -ßoo) = (^on. ^00* ^oi) = 0> tnen h =

2 (Ra, Ra, Ru)+1 (R{i, Ru, Ru)Ru for i=0, 1 are ideals of R.
The following identities will also be necessary for our calculations:

(4) (wx,y, z) — (iv, xy, z) + (w, x, yz) = w{x,y, z}+(w, x,y)z,

(5) (w, xy, z) — (ir, x, zy) + (w, x,y)z—(w,y, z)x==0,

(6) (if, xy, z) — (xw,y, z) + w(x,y, z)—y0v, x, z) = 0,

(7) (x, x, yz)==y(x, x, z) + (x,x,y)z.

A straightforward verification shows that (4), known as the Teichmüller

identity, holds for all iv, x, y, z in any nonassociative ring. Identity (5)

is obtained by subtracting (4) from (1), while (6) is obtained by

subtracting (4) from (2). Identity (7) follows from letting w=x in identity

(2).

3. Semiprime and prime rings.

Theorem 1. Let R be a generalized alternative ring I with characteristic

different from two and three. If R contains an idempotent e, then 1=

(e,e,R) is an ideal of R such that /2=0. Furthermore, [I, R]=0 and

R1/2I=(Rm)2I=0-

Proof. By (ii), B=={x e R1/2:xR^R1/2, RxzRV2} is an ideal of R

such that (e, e, R)^B and every element of B squares to zero. Let K==

(e, e, B)cB. We first show that K is an ideal of R such that 0=A:2=

[K,R] = RV2K=(R1/2)*K.
We begin by making the following observations. Let (e,y, z) =

ai+a1/2+a0 and (e, e, [y, z])==b1/2 where aisRi for /=0, |, 1 and

bV2eRV2. Then (1) yields (e,y, z) + (e,e, [y, z]) = e(e,y, z) + (e,y,z)e

or a1+al/2+a0+b1/2=a1-\-ea1/2+a1+aine, whence a1=a0=bli2==Q. Since
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from [1] we know y, z e R1/2 implies y <> z e Rt-\-R0, we also have

0=(e, e,yz+zy) + (e, e,yz—zy)=2(e, e,yz) or (e, e,yz)=0 if y, z e R1/2.

Now if we let w=x—z in (2) and then apply (3), we have (z, z,yz)=

(z, z, y)z. If we then let w=x=y in (5) and apply (3), we have (y, y2, z) =

2(y,y,z)y. Taking y=e and z=x, this gives (e, e, x) = 2(e, e, x)e. Let

b=(e, e, x). Then b = 2be and, since b=eb+be, this implies eb=\b=be.

In particular, we have ek = \k=ke for every k e K. Now taking k, k! e

K^R1I2 and using our last observation above together with (7), we have

0=(e, e, kk')=k(e, e, k') + (e, e, k)k'= \kk'+ \kk'=\kk' or *»=0.
We next show K to be an ideal of R. That K is additive is clear. Let

be B, keK. Since B^R1/2 implies (e, e, B2)=0, using (7) and the fact

that K2=0 we have 0=(e, e, bk)=b(e, e, k) + (e, e, b)k=b(e, e, k) = \bk

or BK=0. Since b, b' e B implies (b+b')2=0 or bb'=-b'b, it follows too

that KB=0. Let x( e Ri for /=0, \, 1. Noting that previous calculations

show if b' = (e, e, xV2), then (e, e, 4b')=b' = (e, e, x1/2), we now use (7),

the fact that BK=0 = KB, and the fact that B is an ideal of R to compute

as follows:

(e, e, b)xi = (e, e, bx¡) — b(e, e, xt) = (e, e, bxt) e K   for i = 0, 1 ;

(e, e, b)xV2 = (e, e, bxV2) — b(e, e, x1/2) = (e, e, bx1/2) — b(e, e, 4b')

= (e, e, bxl/2) e K;

Xi(e, e, b) = (e, e, xfi) — (e, e, x,)b = (e, e, x¿) eK   for /' = 1, 1 ;

Xi/2(e, e, b) = (e, e, xV2b) — (e, e, xV2)b = (e, e, x1/2b) — (e, e, 4b')b

= (e, e, x1/2b) e K.

Thus it follows K is an ideal of R.

Suppose now we are given x e R. Let x=xt+x1/2+x0 where xt e Rt for

i=0, i, 1. Then, using (7) while keeping in mind that k = (e, e, 4k) for

k e K and 0=(e, e, [y, z]) for y. z e R, one has for z'=0, 1 that xtk =

x,(e, e, 4k) + (e, e, xl)(4k)=4(e, e, xik) = (4k)(e, e, xt) + (e, e, 4k)xi=kxi.

Also keeping in mind that 0=(e, è,yz) for y, z e R1/2 and BK=0=KB,

one has 0=(e, e, x1/2k)=x1/2(e, e, k) + (e, e, xV2)k=x1/2(e, e, k) = \xink

as well as 0=(e, e, kx1/2)=k(e, e, x1/2) + (e, e, k)x1/2 = %kx1/2. Thus

[K, R]=0 and, in particular, R1/2K=0.

Next let x,y e /?1/2and k 6 K. Then (1) gives (xy, e, k) + (x, y, [e, k]) —

x(y, e, k)-^-(x, e, k)y. But [K, R]=0 implies (x, y, [e, k])=0, while K an

ideal of R with R1/2K=0 implies x(y, e, k)=0=(x, e, k)y. Hence

(xy, e, k)=0. Let xy=a1+a1/2+a0 where a¿ e Ri for /=0, %, 1. Then 0=

(xy,e,k)=[(xy)e]k—%(xy)k=(a1+aV2e)k—%a1k—10^=0^—^0^—\ajc,

using the fact from (ii) that ^i/2^i£^i/2- Thus alk=ajc.

Now from our initial observations we have (e, x,y) e R1/2.  Hence
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(e, x,y)=(ex)y-e(xy)=(ex)y-a1-ea1/2 gives í(ex)y]1=a1 and [(ex)y]a==

0. Then a1+a1/2+a0=xy = (ex)y+(xe)y implies [(xe)y]1s=0. Thus

(ex)y e Rx +R1/2 while (xe)y e R1/2-\-R0. Now since from (ii) we know

xe e Rl/2, our previous argument shows [(xe)y]xk= [{xe)y}Jt. But

[(xe)y]l=0, so [(xe)y]1k=0=[(xe)y]0k. Hence [(xe)y]k=[(xe)y]1k +

[(xe)y]l/2k+[(xe)y]0k=0, since R1/2K=0. In similar fashion we have

[(ex)y]k=0. But then x e /?1/2 gives (xy)k==[(xe+ex)y]k=[(xe)y]k+

[(ex)y]k=0 or (a1/2)2a:=0.

Finally, it is clear that K=(e, e, ß)s (e, e, R). But we have also shown

above that if b=(e, e, x1/2), then (e, e, 4b) = b = (e, e, x1/2). Thus

(e, e, R)^(e, e, 4B) = K, that is K=(e, e, R).

Corollary. Let Rbe a generalized alternative ring I with characteristic

different from two and three. If R contains an idempotent e, then R semiprime

implies that R has a Peirce decomposition relative to e.

Proof. Linearization of (3) gives (y, x, x) + (x,y, x) + (x, x,y)==0.

By (i), one always has (e, R, e)=0. Since, by Theorem 1, 7=(e, e, R) is

an ideal of R such that /2=0, R semiprime now implies in addition that

(e,e,R)=0=(R,e,e).

Theorem 2. Let R be a prime generalized alternative ring I with

characteristic different from two and three. If R contains an idempotent

e^O, 1; then R is alternative.

Proof. Since R a prime ring implies that R is semiprime, by the above

Corollary R has a Peirce decomposition relative to e. Throughout this

proof we use the convention that w(j, xu, yu, zfj e Ru for i,j=0 or 1. Then

using the multiplication table described by (iii), (5) gives (.vn, eyn, z10) —

(*u. e< zwyu)+ (*n> e,y11)z10-(xll,y11, z10)e=0 and (x00,>-00e, z01)-

(^oo.^oo. z01e) + (x0i),y00, e)zn — (xM, e, z01)j>00=0, that is (R1U Rn, R10) =

0 = (RW, Rw, Rn). Similarly (6) and (iii)yield (.v01,yne, zn)-(ynx01, e, zn)

+*oi(yiu e, zlx)-e{xn,ylx, zn)=0 and (x10, eyw, z00)-(^10, y00, z00) +

xw(e,yoo, Zoo)— yooixio? e, z00)=0, that is (R01, Rn, Äu)=0=(/?10,Ä00, R00)-

Thus by (iii), /,= 2 (*«. *«> Ru)+I (Ru, Ri« A,,)/?,, are ideals for/=0,1.
We now use a technique which was first used by Kleinfeld for prime

associator-dependent rings. Consider // =/?i0 #01 + ^10 +^oi + ^oi^io-

Using the multiplication table described by (iii), it follows that to show H

is an ideal of R it suffices to verify that R10R01 is an ideal of/?n and ^oi^io

is an ideal of Rm. But from (5) and (iii) we have (xn,ywe, z01) —

(xn,y10, z01e) + (xu,yl0, e)z0l-(xlu e, zol)y10=0 or (R1U Rw, R0i)=0,

while (6) and (iii) yield (.v10, ey01, zu)-(exl0, y01, zu)+x10(e, y01, zn)-

y01(x10, e, zu)=0 or (R10, R01, Än)=0. Thus RwR0l is an ideal of Su.
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Analogously one has (Rm, R0l, Rlo)=0 = (Rn, R10, RM) or R01R10 is an

ideal of R^.

Now (5) and (iii) give (wn, xwyu, z11)-(w11, xl0, znyu) +

(wn, x10,yu)zn-(w11,y11, zn)x10=0 or (Ru, R1U Ru)Rw=0. Also, [(jRu.

^u. -^ii)^n]Äio^((Äii> -Kii» ̂ n). ^n. ^io) + (^n> -^n> ^n)(^ii<Kio) = 0,

using (iii) and earlier calculation that (jRu, Rn, R10)=0. Hence /1/?10=0.

Then /i(-Ri0^oi)^(A> ^io> ^oi) + (/i^io)^oi=0, since we have shown

previously (Ru, R10, R01)=0. From these last calculations and (iii), it

now follows that ItH=0. Similarly one may show I0H=0.

Suppose H=0. Then R10=0=R01 implies 7?n and R00 are ideals of R

such that 7?u/?00=0. Since R is a prime ring and e £ Ru, we must have

Ä00=0. But then R = RU implies e=\, contrary to assumption. Thus it

must be the case H^O. But H^O and R a prime ring imply /i=0=/0,

or that Rn and R00 are associative subrings of R.

We may now join the calculations on p. 316 of [2] to conclude that for

any xu x2, x3 e R one has (x,, x2, jr3)=sgn a(xal, xa2, xa3) where a is any

permutation of three elements. Since this implies R is alternative, the proof

is complete.

In conclusion, the author would like to express his appreciation to

Professor Erwin Kleinfeld under whose direction this research was

accomplished.
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